A number of restraining devices, including collars, for feeding ticks on rabbits have been described in the past (Bailey, 1960; Irvin & Brocklesby, 1970; Watts, Pound & Oliver, (972) . However, during our investigations it was observed that the rabbits started making attempts to disengage the conventional collars and damaged the ear-bags. Hence arose the necessity to modify the plastic collar to suit our needs.
Materials and methods
The plastic collar was made by culling an ovoidal piece, 26 x 23 em, from 1·5-2·0 mm thick, low-density plastic sheet. An eccentric hole, 43 mm in diameter, was cut for the rabbit's neck. This hole was closer to the top of the collar than the bottom (Fig. I) , so as to make the collar hang down the neck, but at equal distance from the sides. A straight slit, for the neck to slip through, was cut from the top of the collar to the hole. The edges of the hole prepared for the neck, were smoothed with sandpaper. The plastic collar was filled on the rabbit's neck by bending the ends of the slit edges in opposite directions, sliding it over the neck and then releasing the ends (Fig. 2) .
Fie. 2. Modified plaslic collar filled on the neck of a rabbit.
Discussion
The present collar is much lighter in weight (60-100 g) than those made from thick leather (Bailey, ] 960) or hard-board (Irvin & Brocklesby, ] 970), and causes no discomfort to rabbits. This modification in the plastic collar obviates the necessity of securing it by harness and shoe-laces (Bailey, 1960) or any additional locking or fastening device (Watts et al., ] 972) as the cut (slit) edges of the collar automatically remain in close apposition. In addition, the collar is durable, economical (costs approximately Rs 8'00, U.S. $1'00, £0'55, per collar), easy to fabricate in the laboratory, and can be easily washed and sterilized.
